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That public historians emerged around the start of what Pierre Nora christened 'the age of commemoration' was no coincidence. 7 All kinds of commemorative initiatives, new and revitalized museums, a renewed interest in archives, a fascination with origins, the popularity of genealogical research, the interest in heritage, et cetera, are all expressions of the urge of society, social groups and individuals to remember and commemorate. These social developments together with the introduction of oral history in the 1980s and 1990s influenced the way historians regarded their own role in the interpretative process. Instead of writing history and telling the public about it, historians would use the interview format to listen to the public. Public historians acknowledge, without succumbing to postmodern relativism, the various ways in which 'the' public is involved in the past. They believe that In Flanders a research seminar public history including an internship (10 ects) that is dedicated to public history in the broad sense, can be followed only in the ma at the University of Ghent, see www.ipg.ugent.be/onderwijs. public history in a digital context: back to the future or back to basics? danniau The utilitarian and ideological movements of public historians of the 1970s developed into a full historical sub-discipline, researching the broad spectrum of historical practices outside the traditional research institutions. 11
However, the emancipation of public history as a sub-discipline wasn't accompanied by a unification of its practitioners and practices. The tasks and the particular interests of public historians vary with the sector in which they work, the traditions in which they were raised and the specific (national) context in which they operate.
With the foundation of the International Federation for Public History (ifph) in 2012, which aims to encourage world-wide cooperation and research among public historians, public history has reached its latest milestone. It is remarkable that ifph-members mainly come from Europe and Anglo-Saxon countries. Up to now the emancipatory movement and organisation of public history has not spread to Africa, Asia or South America. The ifph is committed to actively seeking historians and organisations in these continents who are public historians in practice, if not in name. It will be interesting to see the origins of the participants in the ifph's first world conference on public history in Amsterdam in 2014. 12 For now public history is really a Western affair, also in the context of this article.
Shared authority
A basic principle of public history is that historians, as experts on the past, do not have the exclusive right to that past, but (want to) enter into dialogue with the experiences and interpretations of the public. This can be done explicitly through conversation but also implicitly by choosing historical themes, research approaches or presentations in accordance with the public interest.
It is a starting point that the historian Michael Frisch fully elaborated on in his standard work A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning of Oral and Public History (1990 [...] the interpretive and meaning-making process is in fact shared by definitionit is inherent in the dialogic nature of an interview, and in how audiences receive and respond to exhibitions and public history interchanges in general. 14 To his frustration his statement on shared authority has been misinterpreted time and time again by historians and museum curators as an enquiry and invitation to involve the public. However, it is not about giving up authority, or willingness to do so, but an acknowledgement of the dialogic dimension of public history:
[...] we need to recognize the already shared authority in the documents we generate and in the processes of public history engagement -a dialogic dimension, however implicit, through which 'authorship' is shared by definition, and hence interpretive 'authority' as well. 15
Frisch does not undervalue the authority of historians, but rightly points out that (good) public history aims for a dialogue between expertise and experience. That the traditional authority of museums would be undermined by the new digital technology, because the user has lots of tools and sources 'to do' history himself, is not the issue at stake. The 'active' user, the user who makes his voice heard or is acknowledged as an influence, is not new to public historians. Which doesn't mean that it is self-evident or easy for the public historian to use the rapidly evolving (digital) communication channels for the dialogue between expert and public. Breaking the one-way communication between the experts and the lay public requires efforts. Not all projects are as succesfull as intented. 16
The promises of digital media for public historians
The appearance of new media and digital technology made the work of public historians a lot more interesting. Digital media have a number of attractive properties for those who want to collect, keep and present the past for a broad public -the traditional tasks of public historians. Dan Cohen and the late Roy Rosenzweig, pioneers of digital history and the founders of the leading Centre digital history possible does not seem to be a sustainable option. 22 On the other hand, it is clear that the largely digitized daily and public life forms a great challenge for archives. Although no legal distinction is made between a paper and a digital archive, the digital data of governments, businesses and individuals run a greater risk of virtual dust gathering and vanishing instead of being safely deposited in archives. The permanence of born-digital material such as websites, games, metadata and databanks is precarious and governments and archives are concerned as to how to store this information well and systematically. 23
Closely related to the digital media's capacity is their accessibility. Online history -in theory -is available to everybody, anytime, anywhere. Digital access saves both professional researchers and amateurs an incredible amount of time and money in their search for sources and information. Objects and documents that were -due to their fragility -only taken out of their climatecontrolled safes for consultation in the most exceptional circumstances, are both protected and accessible thanks to their digitisation. Interaction is the final property of digital media we will discuss, and probably the most interesting to public historians. In contrast to publications or television, online media allow interaction and dialogue. Web 2.0, the social web, added yet another dimension to this interaction. 28 The Internet no longer connects merely sources and receivers: individuals and communities can share information, highlight and tag, react and give feedback. All kinds of lowthreshold tools make every user a potential curator, archivist or historian. An endless series of publications, conferences and workshops focus on questions digital history as to how social media can be used by institutions to make contact with the public and what role remains for the professionals. 29 Thanks to digital platforms and networks, historians and public are available to each other, can come together and enter into dialogue. 30 The active principles of social media force public historians to spend more time and attention on communication channels and methods. Public participation and sharing authority in analysing the past -a fundamental principle of public history -can take very concrete and practical forms thanks to social media.
Digital public history?
The question whether there is such a thing as 'digital public history' runs parallel to the question whether 'digital history' and 'digital humanities' are independent disciplines. There is much debate on the (necessity of) definition, delineation, methodology and theory forming. A definition for digital public history in relation to all digital history could be 'digital projects that primarily aim to communicate and interact with the public'. However, within public history there never was a theoretical distinction between digital and 'other' public history. 'Public historians already exist in the now co-existing public and digital spheres'. 41 From now on public history in a digital context: back to the future or back to basics? danniau we will refer to (aspects of) public history practices that manifest themselves specifically in the digital area as 'digital public projects', in contrast to public history practices that do not find expression online, which we will call 'analogue public projects'.
Public history -two case studies
The aforementioned properties and principles of digital media hold great promise for public history. We will analyse two cases that make optimal use of the new media and seem to make good on this promise.
Wikipedia
Ironically the most successful form of digital public history does not have a single professional historian on the payroll. 'Wikipedia is a free multi-lingual internet encyclopaedia written by a number of authors on a voluntary basis'. 42
While Wikipedia is, indeed, more than a 'public history project', it is still an exceptionally interesting case study for public historians, since it is the largest and best-known supplier of historical information. At the moment Wikipedia Taking all these aspects into consideration, historians can do nothing but humbly admit that the Wikipedia community is capable of constructing historical narratives and being self-critical without their help. And even though entries are descriptive, they still provide a carefully constructed and deliberated historical narrative. Moreover, it is 'good' public history since a large group of people collectively discuss, interpret and describe the past.
Citizen history
The second case goes to extremes in terms of sharing historical authority.
Citizen history aspires to co-create historical knowledge with the public instead of allowing visitors to simply receive it. 47 Museum staff member and expert 
digital history
Derived from citizen science, the practice of collecting and processing scientific data by volunteers is not really a new concept, but thanks to digital technology it is now better applicable for historical purposes. public history in a digital context: back to the future or back to basics? danniau
Obstacles
Wikipedia and citizen history illustrate the innovative properties of the new media for public historians. However, from the viewpoint of professional (public) historians, the prevailing digital public projects give pause for thought. The divide between innovative best practices that are discussed at conferences and in journals on the one hand and the average public history project on the other is wide. Whether digital media encourage an interpretative presentation of history or a dialogue with the public has actually little to do with the (financial) resources invested in the project. 51 Too often, public historians chase digital modalities blindly and jubilantly. But social media do not automatically attract young people, a forum without a public misses its mark, not every archaeological site profits from a 3-d presentation, and so on. Too seldom public historians experiment with content or the methodological properties of digital media, or wonder if the public even cares to be involved. After looking at the promise and potential of digital media for public history, this section looks at a number of fundamental obstacles.
Many assumptions, little research
The biggest weakness of digital public history is that there is very little user research, comparative or meta-research, either about digital public practices or based on digital public practices. The enormous amount of sources online has lost contact with an historical discourse, and therefore also with scientific historiography.
That a collection of objects is not meaningful in itself, notwithstanding its impressive quantity, is an insight museums reached in the 1960s and 1970s. 59 In order to generate and transmit knowledge to the public you need a curator -somebody who makes a selection, puts objects into a context and seeks points of reference with the world in which museum visitors live.
Population and visitor research strongly suggests the public has an interest in the past 60 , they even expect to be able to satisfy this need in a heritage The most recent ipg project is www.Gent1913Virtueel.be [Ghent 1913 Virtual] 77 , a platform that unites diverse research and digitising initiatives of six city and university services in connection with the commemoration of the Ghent World Fair, in the conviction that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. public history in a digital context: back to the future or back to basics? danniau project is an experiment in intensive and many-faceted collaboration between heritage partners and researchers, and at the same time is a test-run for the Omeka platform.
The projects mentioned here are by themselves not greatly innovative or spectacular in either subject or scale, but the experience does gives insight into the manner in which digital media influence the practice and fundamentals of public history. The impact is enormous in the sense that the variety of participation and presentation forms has greatly increased and continues to grow at a rapid tempo. It concerns far more than websites with text and image collections: podcasts, tools, apps, forums, newsletters, social media campaigns, tutorials. Before these functionalities can be adapted and put into use in a public history project, one needs time to experiment with them. Staying abreast of the latest innovations turns out to be a labour intensive and continuous effort.
Digital projects have a use-by-date and a price ticket: unless they can be incorporated into the daily operation of an organisation prepared to invest in them permanently, they soon appear to be and feel outdated. Reflection on the concept and the content of digital projects is therefore crucial: what determines the 'usability' of form and content for the user and thus the sustainability of a digital project? It is a wonderful idea that each digital product is open ended and can continue indefinitely, but it fails to consider the limited duration of the average public history project. On the other hand, the limited duration of a public project should not be used as an excuse for not developing a digital or online window. 'Closed' and momentary digital forms of publication should be negotiable.
The relatively limited duration and the price tag force the public historian to think carefully about the relevance of his project. Broadening the goals of the project and in this way disseminate its importance can be helpful.
For example, the lieux-de-mémoire films made by students for UGentMemorie are not all suitable for online publication due to technical shortcomings or superficial content. Nevertheless, the exercise was valuable because of the conversations between generations that took place and the hands-on initiation the students had in making a documentary film. The aim of a public history project can be an exquisite exhibition (digital or analogue), but it can also include experimentation with media and participation, putting together a blueprint for cataloguing with volunteers, setting up a web editing board, encouraging digital literacy among the youth, finding witnesses to a forgotten past and debating with stake-holders. Public history is a process.
There is no public history without a historical narrative. A project must be about something. Content should never give way to technology just because it is 'hot' and expected. However, how one constructs and presents the historical narratives is a matter of careful consideration. In contrast to the written discourse the digital world is visual and hypertextual. One of the revelations for the 'analogue' historians of the ipg was to find out Due to the difference in composition of the analogue and the digital public, there can be no such thing as a digital copy of the analogue workings.
Back to the future or back to basics?
Is there such a thing as 'digital public history'? Digital projects that are valued as interesting and innovative in terms of concept and execution -both in the international field as the ipg context -are in fact 'hybrid' projects with various digital and analogue components functionally applied. The fundamental questions that public historians ask themselves at the start of a project -What? Why? With or for whom? How? -are no different today than they were twenty years ago. In that sense it makes no difference that digital media have been added to the toolbox of the public historian. The starting point of public history -contact and dialogue with the public -and the ultimate goal -to spread and develop historical thinking -has not changed either. Therefore, digital public history is not a sub-discipline in either theory or practice, and does not require a separate label. It is more appropriate to talk of public history in a digital era. The digital evolution does ensure that these basic public history in a digital context: back to the future or back to basics? danniau starting points and goals are more explicitly manifested, and the technological developments force public historians to consider more explicitly what they want to achieve and how to do so -which is a good thing.
Digital media might not fundamentally change public history, but the public historian is by no means done with the Internet as a new field for history. The prevalent compartmentalisation of tasks and the digital illiteracy of historians in general has led to a lack of historical narratives online, a gulf between sources and historical interpretation and a lack of meaningful interaction with the public. This is the fault of the historian himself. Outside the academic world it is he who stands at the helm of compartmentalised digitalising projects or who rides the waves of political popularity of these projects. Within the academic world he refuses to see the need for historical context of a society that anno 2013 manifests itself chiefly online. Moreover, he is failing his duty to arm himself and the next generation of historians with digital criticism. In this way the historian not only isolates himself from what is going on but is also ill-prepared to formulate strategies that can cope with new problems caused by -for example -the enormous amount of digital material. The potential of digital media for public history is not fully realised. Perhaps we should hope that the digital transition does cause a transformation. One that brings the public historian closer to society. she has worked as a scientific collaborator at the Institute for Public History at the History Department of Ghent University. In the context of several public history projects, she focusses on digital history and gives advise to the heritage sector concerning public history. She conceptualised www.UGentMemorie.be, the virtual memory of Ghent University, and www.Gent1913Virtueel.be and participated at www.familiegeschiedenis. 
